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Preface
We are indeed very happy to present a copy of F.Y.B.A. Communication Skills in English,

Semester 1 textbook as per the new syllabus designed by University of Mumbai to be

implemented from the year 2021-22. The syllabus of F.Y.B.A. Communication Skills in English

has been revised considering the needs of time. The globalization has brought the world closer.
English language has become the world language. Mastering all the skills of the English language

has become necessary in today’s competitive world.

The main objective of the syllabus is to improve overall communication skills of the learners,
i.e., listening, speaking, reading and writing skills in English language. The learners should be

confident in using English language on various occasions. To fulfill the requirements of the

syllabus, the book focuses on the functional aspects of English language. The unit one explains
the theoretical background of English as an international language and link language with

varieties at international level. Rest units are for the practical implementations of four skills. All

four skills – Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing – are given equal weightages and various

exercises are given for the practice of these skills. Students should also note that the new pattern
of evaluation will be 80 : 20.

As this book deals with functional aspects of communication skills, plenty of exercises are

given to improve oral skills of dialogue, conversations and public speaking. Various passages are
given for applying reading skills. Listening skills exercises mentioned in the book are meaningful

and easily accessible as they are part of one’s daily life. In the writing skills, emphasis is given on

learning to write formal letters and e-mails. E-mail etiquettes are also included for the learner’s
knowledge. At the end of the book, two question papers are added for learners to have enough

practice.

The focus of our endeavor was to facilitate the students who are located in urban as well as
in rural areas, who require to use English language on various occasions. The efforts are taken to

keep the language of the book simple and clear. The learners are expected to practice skills of

language and develop habits of reading and writing in English effectively.

We look forward for the suggestions from our colleagues for improvements in our future

work. At the same time, we would expect feedback from the students about the book.

We are indeed thankful and grateful to Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd. for giving us
the opportunity to write this textbook.

Dr. (Mrs.) Arundhati Barde
Mrs. Pranita Kamath





Syllabus
Semester I

Communication Skills in English – Paper I
Preamble:

The English language is the dominant medium through which one can connect to the global

community. It is, therefore, vital that all learners acquire adequate skills in this language.
Communication Skills in English is a core course wherein the first-year learners are guided to

acquire the four skills of communication, viz., Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing.

The focus of the syllabus is on building confidence in the learners in applying these skills
while using the English language, both academically and socially. Keeping this in mind, the units

will have a multi-pronged approach. The course is graded from basic to higher levels of learning

so as to help learners gradually acquire the skills. The 80 : 20 pattern will also help in

accomplishing this goal. The tutorial activities are designed to focus on oral skill development,
while the lectures are aimed at honing their cognitive, analytical, linguistic and creative skills.

It is hoped that by the end of the academic year, the learners will have developed confidence
in using the English language both for oral and written communication as well as develop interest

in enhancing these skills later on.

Objectives:
1. To enhance English language proficiency of students by familiarizing them with the skills of

Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing (LSRW)

2. To introduce learners to different perspectives of looking at a text or passage

3. To equip learners in the functional aspects of English so that they use the acquired language
skills correctly and confidently

4. To guide learners in the effective use of the digital medium of communication.

Outcomes:
1. The learners will learn to understand and interpret any text they are reading from different

perspectives.

2. The interest of learners in listening to and watching good quality audio and visual media
will be aroused.

3. Learners will acquire proficiency in the skills of listening, speaking, reading and writing that

will help them meet the challenges of the world.

4. The learners will develop good oral and written skills of communication in the English

language.

Periods: 45 Lectures + 15 Tutorials (3 Lectures + 1 Tutorial per week per batch) per
Semester



All passages, stories, articles, poems selected should help the learners develop different
communication skills. Learning through example and practice with a theoretical base is the

intention.

Unit 1: Introduction to Communication Skills No. of lectures: 08
1. English as an international language and varieties of English

2. Significance and ways of effective communication in English

3. Listening for academic and professional development

4. Formal and informal communication in spoken English

5. Reading for different purposes

6. Features of effective writing skills

7. Study skills in English

This unit shall work as theoretical base for the following units that are practical in nature.

Unit 2:Developing Comprehension Skills in English No. of lectures: 12
A. Reading Skills

1. Scanning a text for information

2. Skimming a passage to look for main ideas, understanding text type

3. Guessing meaning of an expression (word/phrase/clause)

4. Building inference skills

5. Understanding language structure (such as subject verb agreement, voice, direct and
reported speech)

6. Note making

7. Summarizing

Passages from fables, folk stories, short stories, non-fiction, history, business or
environment, of around 250- 300 words could be chosen in this unit.

B. Listening Skills

1. Listening for main ideas/gist

2. Listening for detail

3. Listening for text organization features

4. Listening for tone, accent, style and register

5. Predicting content and guessing meaning

6. Making inferences from the audio-visual text

7. Listening for opinion/argument/counter-arguments, etc.

8. Taking notes

A variety of relevant audio/visual texts as samples may be drawn from various sources.
Listening skills in English should be developed through various activities along with the
practice done while teaching in the class.



Unit 3: Speaking Skills in English No of lectures: 15
A. Public Speaking in English

1. Introduction

2. Characteristics of an effective speech

3. Analysis of model speeches

4. Drafting and presenting a speech in formal and informal gatherings

B. Conversation in English

1. Opening a conversation

2. Introducing oneself in various contexts

3. Introducing others formally and informally

4. Building a conversation

5. Leaving and closing a conversation

6. Conversation in group in various situations

C. Speaking at an Event

1. Anchoring/compering an event

2. Introducing guests/ speakers/dignitaries

3. Proposing a vote of thanks

A variety of relevant texts as samples may be drawn from print and non-print sources such
as books, videos, audio files etc. Speaking skills in English should be developed through various
activities along with the practice done while teaching in the class.

Unit 4: Formal Writing Skills No. of lectures: 10
A. Letters

1. Job applications with bio-data (solicited and unsolicited)

2. RTI applications

3. Applications for duplicate documents (I-cards/Marksheets, etc.)

B. E-mails

1. Job acceptance and joining

2. Resignation

3. Complaints

4. Requests for references

5. Request for sponsorship
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INTRODUCTION TO
COMMUNICATION SKILLS

UNIT
1

1.0 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
1. To make learners aware of the significance of English as an international language and

link language of the world.

2. To familiarize learners with the varieties of English language spoken in different parts

of the world.

3. To orient learners to the skills of English language such as listening, speaking, reading

and writing.

4. To create awareness about the study skills of English language.

1.1 ENGLISH AS AN INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE
English language belongs to Indo-European language family, originally spoken by people of

early medieval England. It has a history of around 1400 years. Modern English language started

spreading since the seventeenth century after the emergence of England as powerful country and

due to colonialism and imperialism. Through trade, politics and migration around the world, the

English language spread globally. Globalization is also a dominant force behind the spread of

English language. For global trade, business and communication, English language has always

been a linking language.

English is the most widely spoken language in the world and it is considered the official

language of many countries. It is estimated that there are 1.5 billion speakers of the English

language. English is no more language of the rulers or a source of imperialism, but it has

occupied a place of lingua franca of the world, i.e., it means it has become a linking language for
many users of second language of English language. In the process of globalization, English has

acquired a position of connecting language. For education, trade, entertainment and social media

platform, English language serves a link. It is a global mean of intercommunity communication

and a common mean for speakers of different native languages.

Thus, English has acquired a position of an International and Universal Language in the

world which is spoken in more than 100 countries. It is also called library language, where many

books on various subjects are written as well as translated in English. It is very useful for learning

various subjects and acquiring knowledge because of translations of various books are available
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in English. Much of the world’s literature is available in English language. It is a language of

Science and Technology. It is also spoken widely around the world with many varieties.

1.2 VARIETIES OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE
Though English language has spread around the world due to colonization, trade or

migration, it is interesting to note that the original ‘Queen’s Language or British English’ has

changed its features in many places and new languages are created in course of time. It is

essential to study the varieties of English language from linguistic, social and cultural angles.

There are many varieties of English language spoken around the world. These varieties are

referred as ‘New Englishes’, a term associated with the regional and national varieties of the

English language used in the places, where it is not the mother tongue of the majority of the

population. The New Englishes have certain lexical, phonological and grammatical properties,

which differ from the native or British or American standard English. The major varieties of

English are British English, American English, Canadian English, Australian English and New

Zealand English, South African English and South Asian English with peculiarity to Indian

English.

[i] British English: It is a term used to distinguish the form of English language spoken and
written in the United Kingdom (England), Scotland, Wales and the island of Ireland. The origin of

the modern form of English language, spoken and written, attributes to 9th century England,

where English language was accepted in the business, trade and politics. The English language

spread worldwide due to colonialism and imperial power of Great Britain. British English has a

major influence as first language or additional language in some commonwealth countries or

former British colonies including India, South Africa, New Zealand, Hong Kong, Singapore,

Malaysia and Brunei.

There are various varieties and dialects of British English spoken in United Kingdom and its

isles. But there is a uniformity in written language in the context of vocabulary and grammar. The

most common form of English used by the British ruling class of South and East England (the

area around the capital London) and around the towns of Oxford and Cambridge Universities is

associated with the ‘Received Pronunciation’ considered as standard accent of people living in the

London and Southeast of England. Here, the word ‘received’ means ‘accepted or approved’. It

has received prestige and it has overshadowed other varieties of English spoken in England. But it

is important to note down the fact that RP is not static. It has changed in the passage of time.

[ii] American English: It is called United States English or US English. It is a set of
varieties of English language native to the United States. American English is clearly distinct

from the standard British English respect to the pronunciation, accent, spellings and vocabulary.

There are historical reasons behind such changes. English language reached America in sixteenth

century. American English is an outcome of Elizabethan English brought by the settlers from

England in the sixteenth century. In course of almost four hundred years, American English has

become a distinct variety. It has been impacted by many social reasons and varieties of the

languages such as American Indian pidgin English, French, Spanish and Italian.

America became an independent state in 1776, which was known as United States. The

historical separation from Britain have certainly impacted the vocabulary, accent and grammar of

American English. American Vocabulary is distinct from British English. Some very common
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examples are Americans use words such as Elevator (lift), Cookies (biscuits), French Fries (chips),

Caravan (trailer), etc. The spellings are different from British English. Some examples of

American spellings are color (colour), Civilization (civilization), honor (honour), center (centre)

marvelous (marvellous), etc. The immigrations of various language people around the world in

America have certainly impacted the language, distinct from British English. Many local words

are also observed in American English. The pronunciation methods of vowels, intonation and

accents are also distinct from British English. Due to America’s rise in the world politics,

economy and trade, American English has acquired an important place at international level.

[iii] Australian English: It is a major variety of English language used throughout Australia.
After founding the colony of New South Wales in 1788, English language began to spread in

Australia, but it developed into distinct variety of English language in passage of time. The

settlers intermingled with each other and gradually local words were absorbed in the language. At

the same time, the settlers created new words to describe the flora and fauna of the place. Some

words originated from the native or aboriginal people, e.g., boomerang, kangaroo, dingo (a wild

dog), wallaby (a small marsupial), wallaroo (a large sack kangaroo), etc.

Australian English is a unique dialect. There are some features of Australian English.

Australians use many diminutives, i.e., shortened versions of Standard English words, e.g., obvi

for obviously, vacay for vacations, barbie for barbeque, etc. The spellings of Australian English

are more like British English than American English. Unique vocabulary is observed in

Australian English, e.g., Fair Dinkum means hard work, Strewlth means God’s truth, Drongo

means an idiot man, Hard Yaaka means hard work, etc.

[iv] Canadian English: The term Canadian English is a variety of English native to Canada.
English is the first language of Canada. It has been impacted by immigration and settlement over

a period of more than two centuries. During the American revolution of 1776, many people fled

from America and settled in various parts of Canada. These settlers impacted the language of that

region. In 1815, at the end of Napoleonic wars, many immigrants from England settled in Canada

and their language also impacted Canadian English.

Canadian English is very similar in pronunciation with American English. One distinct

feature of Canadian English is merger of cot-caught vowels. Here, both the vowels are

pronounced identically. Some examples are stock – stalk and nod – gnawed. This feature is called

Canadian Shift. Canadian English spellings follow British and American English language rules.

The vocabulary selection is connected with political ties, trade relations and social/historical

factors. As Canada is geographically closer to America, many American words related to

automobile industries are used in Canadian English. At the same time, Canada is a member of

Commonwealth Nations and various terminologies and professional designations follow British

spellings.

[v] African English: Like the continent Asia, Africa is one of the most multilingual area
where English language is spoken commonly. In the year 1806, British invaded the region of

Africa and brought English language. In the year 1822, Lord Somerset declared English as an

official language of Cape Colony and took steps to facilitate the acquisition of English language

by the native speakers. After Napoleonic wars, many English settlers settled in Africa. This group

of settlers impacted the language of the region. Due to the impact of colonialism, English
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language has been an important language in the continent of Africa. It is a second language and

language of administration of many countries.

African English is distinct in the context of phonology, syntax (grammar) and vocabulary

and it differs from the standard British English. Many loan words are taken from Dutch or

Afrikaans and native languages, e.g., kloof (ravine), kraal (enclosure for animals), veld

(unenclosed land), apartheid (a former social system of racial segregation in Africa), etc. These

words denote the features of the landscape, local animals, plants and social/political concepts.

Several words such as commando, trek, notorious, etc. have entered in standard English from

African English.

[vi] Indian English: Today, English is spoken in many parts of India and it has become a
medium of instruction in schools and colleges. It is also accepted as an associate official language

of India. Due to almost one hundred fifty years impact of British rule over India, English has

become an important language. Even after India’s independence in 1947, English language

remained and became more important. Indian English is also a distinct variety. It carries Indian

tone and rhythm of native languages. The accents of Indian people also change from place to

place, and it greatly differs from the British received pronunciation.

Even the morphology of Indian language is creative. There is a tendency to create compound

words such as cousin-brother or cousin-sister, chalk-piece, key-bunch, time-pass, etc. Many
words are shortened while speaking, e.g., enthusiastic becomes ‘enthu’, fundamental becomes
‘fanda’. Many short forms are accepted as normal, e.g., Jan for January, Princi for Principle, subsi
for Subsidiary. At the same time, many acronyms are also accepted, e.g., RTI, UPA, NERGA, IIT,

RBI, etc.

Indian English is distinct in syntax (grammar). It has an impact of Hindi syntax which is

directly impacts English language. Many features of Hindi are transferred to English. The

progressive tense is used in stative verbs, e.g., She is knowing the answer or I am loving it. The
use of general tag questions is prominent, e.g., You are going, isn’t it? or He is here, no? Thus,
Indian English is very distinct from the original British English language.

1.3 SIGNIFICANCE ANDWAYS OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION IN
ENGLISH
Communication is an integral part of human lives. To be able to communicate effectively is

extremely necessary for developing personal relations and success in professional life. Through

communication, one can express thoughts, feelings, ideas, share information and transmit

knowledge. It is two-way process which requires interaction between the sender and receiver.

Apart from the visual and non-verbal aspects of communication, language plays an important role

as a medium of communication. As English has acquired the status of link language or a library

language, it is necessary to understand the significance of communicating effectively in English

language.

A learner can communicate by using four skills of language – Listening, Speaking, Reading

and Writing (LSRW Skills). It is essential to understand the intention and emotions behind

communication and to understand that communication is not merely sharing of information.

Communicator should be able to understand the objectives of communication process which
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include sharing of information/ideas/feelings, persuasion, motivation, etc. Communication is

needed to understand the other person and his/her requirements. One must learn the barriers

which arise in the communication process. With a positive mindset, good speaking/reading and

writing skills and command over vocabulary and grammar, we can communicate effectively in

English.

1.4 LISTENING FOR ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Listening is one of the most important skills one must possess for becoming a better

communicator. The ability to receive and understand the messages in the communication process

is called listening. When a listener listens to the contents, spoken or pronounced, he/she is not

only hearing the sounds, but use his/her previous knowledge to understand the message and then

responds to it. Thus, listening is psychological process which demands through attention to the

spoken content.

There are various types of listening, depending on the purposes. Active listening is essential

for the success in the personal and professional lives. Effective listening skills can be developed

with patience and practice.

(a) Listening for Academic Development
Listening plays an important role in student’s life. Students need to listen to various types of

lectures, speeches and webinars for academic purposes. Good listening skills will make student

more alert and it will improve their capacity to grasp the knowledge shared in the class.

Students should focus their attention to the content shared by the teachers. They should not

just hear but listen, i.e., try to understand the content shared. Students should take down the notes

while the teachers are explaining the concepts in the class. This will benefit them in improving

their retention skills, vocabulary and it will create better understanding of the topic. It is essential

to ask questions and get clarifications if needed. This will help in better understanding. Active

listening will help students in developing their confidence and acquire better understanding of the

topic. It will help in second language learning as active listening is first step in learning any

language and acquiring knowledge. These are the following tips for improving listening for the

Academic Development.

(i) Evaluate Information: Students should identify the important points in the class and
jot them down. As listening is psychological process, this evaluation should be done

first.

(ii) Organize Information: After jotting down the points, find out the relations between the
concepts and ideas. This is a cognitive process which relates to mental action of
acquiring information.

(iii) Predict Information: Students should make efforts to predict how the information

received can enhance their abilities to understand the contents.

(b) Listening for Professional Development
Good listening skills are extremely essential for everyone specially for the employees as well

as managers in the corporate sector or the leaders. It is estimated that more than 70% of the
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employee’s time is spent on listening. Every employee must be a good listener in order to

understand the expectations of the seniors, colleagues or the customers.

Managers should pay attention to improving their listening skills in order to understand the

problems faced by the customers/clients, and at the same time, attention should be given for the

employees’ issues or the problems. This will strengthen the organizational relationship and it will

create good bonding amongst the employees. For professional development of the managers,

listening is extremely essential. As the employee grows in the organization and reach at the higher

position, he/she needs to listen more. Managers should listen with more empathy to the demands

or the problems faced by the employees. This creates better understanding of the problems and

more humane relations can be achieved. The managers should employ active listening strategies.

Active listening is essential for success in interviews. The interviewee should be able to

focus on the questions and answer them suitably. The interviewer should focus on the answers

given by the interviewee in order to ask more questions to get the desired answers. One must

listen very attentively while attending meetings, presentations or any important discussion related

to our work. This will create better understanding of the problems, in order to get the better

solutions. Thus, good listening skills are extremely essential for everyone including managers and

leaders.

1.5 FORMAL AND INFORMAL COMMUNICATION IN SPOKEN
ENGLISH
Every language exists in two forms, spoken and written. In spoken form of communication,

various methods of oral communication are employed. Conversation between two people, serious

discussion between group of people, dialogue between two countries, meetings in the offices,

presentations, group discussions, gossips, interviews, chats between friends, speeches, debates,

negotiations between two parties, academic seminars or conferences are some examples of

spoken communication.

English language is used on various occasions. Depending on the occasions, the language

should be used appropriately. The formal occasions include official meetings, talks, speeches,

presentations, dialogues at international level, discussions on some serious issues, academic

discourses, etc. Meetings in the offices include discussions on various issues. Debates are

organized on various topics, where two or more people speak for or against the topic or issue.

Debates are held in politics and educational fields. Speeches, talks and debates can be persuasive

in nature. Depending on the occasions of the conversation and relationships between the speaker

and listeners, the language used can be formal and informal even in formal situations. For

example, even if the occasion and topic are formal, friends may use informal language. However,

there can be some very formal occasions, during which, even close friends have to use formal

language.

There can be many occasions where informal communication takes place in everyday life.

Conversation between people can be informal, where people can exchange news, views and

feelings in very friendly manner. Conversations can take place in social gatherings, parties or get-

togethers. Chat between two friends can be very informal and lighter in nature. Gossiping is also a
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kind of informal communication which includes hearsay or talking about someone’s personal life

or rumors. Depending on the situation, the language should be used.

The formal oral communication includes etiquettes in addressing the people, use of formal

words and showing courtesy in speaking. Informal English could be more friendly and natural

way of expressions. The major difference between the formal and informal spoken English can be

as follows:

(a) Formal conversation includes more of Passive Voice, wherein the informal conversation
uses more of Active Voice.

Example:
Formal: Although the fault in the machine was repaired on 18th of August, 2021, we
have not received the payment yet.

Informal: Our technician has repaired the fault in the machine on 18th August, 2021,
now please pay the bill.

(b) Formal conversation use direct verb form, wherein the informal conversation includes
phrasal verbs.

Example:
Formal: His insufficient contribution to work led him to his termination of job.
Informal: The company laid him off because he didn’t work much.

(c) Formal conversation uses many formulaic phrases or commonly used expressions,
wherein informal conversation uses direct language.

Example:
Formal: We are sorry to inform you that….

We have pleasure in announcing that……….

Informal: I am sorry…….

I am happy to inform…….

(d) Formal conversation use single person, whereas Informal conversation use plural
persons.

Example:
Formal: How can we help you in this matter?
Informal: I can help you to solve this problem.

The following are some examples of use of formal and informal expressions in spoken

English.

1. How do you do? –Formal

What’s up? – Informal

2. Give my regards to…….. – Formal

Say hello to….. – Informal

3. In light of the fact that – Formal

Because – Informal
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4. Please state your business. – Formal

Can I help you? – Informal

5. I wish to complain about – Formal

I am fed up with – Informal

6. Please accept my apologies for – Formal

I am sorry for – Informal

7. I am afraid, I entirely disagree with you – Formal

I can’t go along with that – Informal

8. I am of exactly of the same opinion. – Formal

I am with you there. – Informal

9. I would like to suggest that we can hire a taxi. – Formal

Let’s hire a taxi. – Informal

10. I am afraid I can’t allow that. – Formal

Sorry, no way. – Informal

1.6 READING FOR DIFFERENT PURPOSES
Reading is one of most important skills of language. It is a receptive skill of language. It is

said that the more we read, the more our knowledge will increase. Even it applies to language

learning. Every learner who wishes to improve English and communicative competence should

read variety of English books, newspapers or magazines. Reading skills can be improved with

perseverance and practice. We all read for various purposes. We read for entertainment, for

gaining information, for studies, for references as well as reading for academic purposes such as

preparing for lectures, presentations, participation in the discussion or conference, etc.

One must make efforts to be a good reader, who can interpret the text and will make sense of

the material read. Though reading is a passive activity, our mind is involved in reading process.

So, while reading, one must comprehend or understand the material. One should make efforts to

read with good speed and understanding of the text. To be able to an effective reader, it is

required to understand that reading is an intellectual process. There are various purposes behind

the reading. To comprehend the given material or the text is one of the most important purposes.

At the same time, one should know the sub-skills or the other purposes of reading. The following

are the sub-skills of reading.

(a) Scanning a Text for Specific Information
To be able to read a passage quickly to find out a particular piece of information is called

scanning. It is one of the techniques of fast reading. While scanning, a reader should try to locate

the information as fast as possible and need not pay attention to the other details or understand the

rest of the passage.
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(b) Skimming a Passage to Look for Main Idea or Understanding a Text
Type
To skim means to go through the passage quickly to get the general idea of the nature and

the subject matter of the passage. Skimming is a very important skill of reading. We need to read

various types of texts in everyday life. In order to comprehend the text, it is essential to

understand the type of the text, whether it is a prose or a poem, a letter, report or an advertisement

or a piece of creative writing. At the same time, it is essential to understand the main theme or the

idea of the text. For that purpose, it is essential to locate the key sentence or a topic sentence of

the paragraph which indicates the theme of the passage in general. While skimming, one need not

pay attention to the specific details in the text.

(c) Guessing Meaning of an Expression (Word/Phrase/Clause)
A reader should be able to understand the meanings of the words and their forms while

reading. The ability to understand the meanings of various words and phrases (group of words

which are meaningful) depends on the vocabulary of the reader. It is always better to know more

words and phrases to understand the text you are reading. It increases speed and comprehension

of reading.

A clause is a group of words that contains the verbs and other forms of words. A clause may

form a part of sentence or it may be a complete sentence itself. Every sentence has a ‘Main

Clause’ which makes sense of its own, e.g., the sentence ‘He ate a sandwich’ makes complete

sense and it contains main clause. A main clause can be a part of Complex and Compound

Sentence. The subordinate clause depends on the main clause for the meaning, e.g., the sentence

‘After the lunch break, we resumed our work.’ In this sentence, ‘After the lunch break’ does not

make full sense of its own, it is dependent on the clause ‘we resumed our work’. So, it is

subordinate clause which is connected with main sentence. It is a part of a Complex sentence. A

reader should be able to understand the relations between clauses in the sentences.

(d) Building an inference Skill
To infer means to guess the meaning of the expressions or to draw conclusion or make one’s

opinion about the text. While reading, we may come across many texts which may not be always

simple or explicit in the meanings. Some texts might be complex. The reader is expected to guess

the hidden meanings of the contents or guess the clues given by the writer. It is also called

‘reading between the lines’, i.e., make efforts to guess the meanings of the expressions which are

not directly expressed. Skill of inference is considered higher order skill.

(e) Understanding Language Structure
A reader should understand the grammar of the text. One should be able to understand the

meaning of the text. At the same time, understanding of the structure of the language is very

essential part of learning. Language has its own structure where several parts are put together in a

particular way. Words are combined in a specific way to form sentences. Sentences form the

passages. To understand the structure, one needs to study basic grammar of English language

which includes subject-verb agreement, voices and direct and reported speech. To understand the
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grammar of the language, one needs to study the various linkers and parts of the speech in the

sentence.

(f) Note Making
Note making is an important skill to be used by the reader. It means taking notes from what

one reads. There are certain guidelines to be followed while note making. One should read the

text thoroughly, understand it and try to find out the relevant points in the text. Efforts should be

taken to find out the topic sentence, keywords and important phrases. One can make notes point-

wise or in tabular form or in tree-diagrammatic form. While note making, one should be careful in

taking down the exact points into the notes. This requires lot of concentration and through

comprehension of the text.

(g) Summarizing
Skill of summarization is very useful in reading. It means to be able to give the gist of the

important points or abstract of the text in simple language. While summarizing a text, one should

read it thoroughly, understand it, pick up the points which are relevant and discard the points

which are not relevant. Then it is required to put points in correct order in concise manner. One

should be careful in not adding any new points or one’s views in the summary. Skill of

summarization is extremely useful in language activities such as speaking and writing.

1.7 FEATURES OF EFFECTIVE WRITING SKILLS
Writing is an integral part of our day-to-day communication. We need to draft various letters,

emails, reports as well as creative pieces such as essays, etc. Even in examinations, writing skills

are necessary in order to be successful. These are some important features of writing skills.

(a) Simplicity
Writing must be simple and clear. Words are the building blocks of all forms of writing.

Words have denotative and connotative meanings. Denotative meanings are the literal or the

actual ideas expressed by the words. Connotative meanings may suggest various expressions or

hidden meanings. The words should be clear and simple. Difficult words can confuse the readers.

Technical or jargon words should be avoided. The reader should understand the message easily in

one reading.

(b) Accuracy
It implies to the accurate content, grammar, vocabulary used and sentence structure of the

text. The information or the content in the letters or reports must be accurate. The words should

be appropriate. Use of unbiased words without reference to gender, caste, class or religion will

make writing balanced. Accuracy also implies in the fonts, formats or layouts of the text.
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(c) Coherence
Any piece of writing should be coherent. All the thoughts expressed in the passages should

be linked with each other and should follow logically. The sentences and paragraphs should be in

sync with each other.

(d) Courtesy
Writing should be courteous. Various forms of communication such as letters, emails and

memos should be drafted in polite language. Even an unpleasant message should be expressed

politely. This helps to create a bond between the sender and the receiver.

(e) Conciseness
A message should be expressed in minimum words without sacrificing its meanings which

can be called a concise message. A very long piece of writing or verbose or wordy text can

confuse the reader. Concise and clear message can convey exact meanings.

(f) Reader-centered
Any piece of writing should center around the reader’s wishes, interests and preferences.

Reader should be at the center of the communication. This is also called ‘You Attitude’. Instead

of praising or boasting oneself, the reader should consider the requirements of the reader that will

make writing more appealing. One should replace terms such as ‘I’, ‘me’, ‘mine’, ‘we’ and ‘ours’

with ‘You’ and ‘Yours’ in writing.

(g) Convincing
A written message should convince the reader. Reader should get convinced by the thoughts

and feelings expressed in the text.

(h) Focused
A piece of writing should be always focused on the subject matter. Whether it is a letter or a

report, the focus of the writing should always get to the main objective, e.g., information sharing,

persuading or convincing the reader.

1.8 STUDY SKILLS IN ENGLISH
Every subject requires that a learner should possess certain study skills in order to master the

subject well. While learning English language, certain study skills are also required because any

language is not only as a ‘subject’, but it is a ‘skill’. There are four basic skills of every language,

Listening, Reading, Speaking and Writing. Study skills are different than the language skills.

Study skills help the learners ‘learn to learn.’ The following are major study skills in English.

(a) Skills of Perception: To perceive means the ability to gather/capture and interpret the
information. Learner of English language should read vast and should select the

appropriate books for him/her. The learner should be able to select the proper
information and sources of knowledge required for his subject.
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(b) Skills of Comprehension: To be able to comprehend or understand the text is very
important skill. A reader should be able to find out the main idea of the text which is

called ‘Skimming.’ This is very useful skill while reading. At the same time, to be able

to locate certain details from the text is called ‘Scanning.’ Both are the sub-skills of the
comprehension and reading.

(c) Skills of Retention: To be able to retain mean to store the knowledge and use it when
needed. In order to memorize the contents properly, we need to store the information

properly. It is not just useful to take down the notes or copy the contents in notebooks.

One should be able to locate the main ideas from the text and note them down. This is a
very useful skill in learning. There are two sub-skills in this.

(i) Note Taking: This involves listening to the lecture and taking down the main
points in the lecture. It requires thorough attention to the contents. It is an

important skill in higher learning.

(ii) Note Making: It means reading a book or any other form of printed material and
take down notes.

Note taking and note making involves many sub-skills, understanding the text, identifying

main ideas to be able to differentiate between the main and subordinate points, organizing the

points in logical and coherent order etc.

(d) Skills of Summarization: To be able to summarize the text or any material is an
important skill which involves understanding the text, locating its main and subordinate

ideas, and write them in coherent and logical order. It also requires thorough analysis
and synthesis and evaluation of the text. It is considered as higher order skill. This is an

important skill useful in many parts of life. It is required while appearing in

examinations, while giving speeches, preparing reports, making presentations or writing

an abstract, etc. This is an essential skill in research also.

(e) Skills of Reference: The ability to refer a good dictionary is also an important skill
which means to be able to locate the word alphabetically and find out the etymology
[origin] of the word, its meaning, synonyms and antonyms, and correct pronunciation of

the word. Learners of English language should be able to use various types of

dictionaries and thesauruses effectively. Nowadays, various mobile applications and
electronic dictionaries are also available. Learners should be able to use them effectively.

Study skills in English can be mastered by practice and with dedicated efforts. One must

read extensively and learn to use various sources such as books and dictionary/thesaurus in order

to increase one’s vocabulary. Use of library is essential in order to improve one’s knowledge.

Various visual methods of note making and note taking such as preparing tree diagrams, pie-

charts, tables and mind maps can be learned through practice. Skill of summarization needs

practice. Study skills make students understand how to study effectively and they can be

developed through problem solving approach.
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1.9 QUESTIONS

Q.1. Match the following: [Questions are based on the features and the vocabulary
used in the language]

A B
1. Indian English (a) Received pronunciation

2. American English (b) Apartheid/veld/kraal

3. British English (c) Cot-caught shift

4. Australian English (d) Use of progressive tense, e.g., I am loving it

5. African English (e) Elevator/cookies/color

6. Canadian English (f) Hard Yakka/Fair Dinkum/Wallaroo

Q.2. Fill in the blanks:
1. English language belongs to ___________ language family.

(A) Atlantic-Congo

(B) Indo-European

(C) Afro-Asiatic

2. English has become ____________ of the world, i.e., it has become a linking language

of the world.

(A) Programming Language

(B) Library Language

(C) Lingua Franca
3. The varieties of English language around the world are known as ___________.

(A) Registers

(B) New Englishes

(C) Link Languages

4. To be able to read any text to find out a particular piece of information from the passage

is called ___________.

(A) Skimming

(B) Scanning

(C) Inference

5. ___________ is one of the features of writing, where all the points are written in logical
manner linked with each other.

(A) Courtesy

(B) Completeness

(C) Cohesion
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6. To be able to guess the meaning of the passage or the text, one is reading is called as
___________ of reading.

(A) Skimming

(B) Scanning

(C) Inference

7. ___________ is distinct from British English, in accent and vocabulary.

(A) American English

(B) Canadian English

(C) Indian English

8. To be able to understand a given text is called skill of ___________.

(A) Retention

(B) Reference

(C) Comprehension

Q.3. Write detailed short notes:
1. English as an international language

2. English is as lingua franca of the world
3. The difference between formal and informal spoken English

4. Features of Indian English.

5. Importance of listening skill in professional development

6. Features of effective writing skills

7. American English

8. Types of reading skills
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